
Come Out (1966) contributes to a conceptual narrative that 
rememorates and reframes events related to Daniel Hamm, 
the Harlem Six, the Harlem Riots, and racial issues.
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THE ANALYSIS OF REICH’S EARLY PIECES GENERALLY FOCUSES ON:

- Compositional processes
  Reich, Schwarz, Potter, Epstein, Cohn, Roeder, Brown

- “Mysteries” that happen outside the work
  Reich, Cowan

- African music in�uences
  Scherzinger

- Minimalist music’s opposition to or development of modernism
  McClary, Mertens

- Parallels to the minimalist visual arts
  Bernard

- Political reverberations of the piece
  Reich, Beta, Gopinath

It is time, however, for the narrative content, which is directly linked to issues 
related to the civil rights movement and racial identity, to be examined.

When Steve Reich appropriated the speech of a teenage 
boy—linked to the Harlem Six who had been harshly 
beaten by the police—to compose the phase tape 
piece Come Out (1966), he not only established a new 
compositional technique, but also granted those 
events a permanence in time.

I ARGUE THAT COME OUT ALLUDES TO THE HISTORICAL 1960S EVENTS IN TWO LEVELS:

- the life of the subjugated boy

- the cultural memory of African-American struggles. 

Using Paul Ricoeur’s hermeneutics of history and Margaret Somers’ applications of 
narrative identity concepts, I suggest that Reich’s controlled elimination of the text’s 
semantics reveals the musical subject, the suppression of the African-American man’s 
identity (voice). To corroborate the importance of this piece, I rely on Jan Assmann 
and John Czaplicka’s de�nitions of collective memory and cultural identity.

REICH MAKES THE STRUGGLES OF THE PAST A LIVING PRESENCE THROUGH HIS MUSIC.

MUSICAL OBJECT

- Phase and choice of the musical object
In cra�ing the piece, Reich made a slightly shorter copy of the original recording (the 
musical object) and played both back simultaneously; because of the di�erent durations, 
the recordings get progressively out of phase, to a point where speech becomes pure sound.

- Reich’s “mysteries”
�e listener experiences the multitude of side-e�ects of phase music, the “mysteries” that 
emerge from the rigorous process. According to Reich, “these mysteries are the impersonal, 
unattended, psycho-acoustic by-products of the intended process. �ese might include 
sub-melodies heard within repeated melodic patterns, stereophonic e�ects due to listener 
location, slight irregularities in performance, harmonics, di�erence tones, etc.”

REICH APPROPRIATES DANIEL HAMM’S SPEECH AND TRANSFORMS IT INTO 
NONVERBAL MUSICAL SOUNDS. THE PROCESS IS CAREFULLY CONTROLLED, 
REVEALING SEVERAL MUSICAL ELEMENTS, I.E. REICH’S “MYSTERIES”.

THE PROCESS UNFOLDS THE MUSICAL SUBJECT; THE LISTENER REVISITS 
THE HISTORICAL EVENT BY EXPERIENCING THE IDENTITY SUPPRESSION.

MUSICAL SUBJECT

- Direct exempli�cation
�e musical language incorporates an empirical demonstration of what was happening to 
many African Americans during the 1960s.

- Empirical evidence
�e recording used is a historical evidence of the period, which demands explanation. �e 
listener is invited to learn where the recording came from, and why those words were used by 
the boy.

- Metaphorical reverberations
Each audition of the piece has the potential to incorporate its thematic into the listener’s 
own narrative identity, helping to construct/shape the collective memory of the topic, hence 
enriching the emplotment of this racial issue.
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Conceptual narrative: “temporality, spatiality, and emplotment, as well 
as relationality and historicity.” (cf. Somers).
Come Out expresses those elements in a particular way, contributing to a conceptual 
narrative for the topic.

�e piece has the power to construct history through music, not only by 
reframing the past, but also by empowering and contributing to the social 
agency of individuals, especially those whose narratives of identity are not 
part of the dominant social circles.

Collage with photograph of Daniel Hamm (photo taken from the docu-drama The Torture of Mothers, based on the story of the Harlem Six).


